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Abstract
A manifold heteroscedastic linear discriminant analysis
(MHLDA) which removes environmental information ex-
plicitly from the useful information for discrimination is
proposed. Usually, a feature parameter used in pattern
recognition involves categorical information and also envi-
ronmental information. A well-known HLDA tries to ex-
tract useful information (UI) to represent categorical infor-
mation from the feature parameter. However, environmental
information is still remained in the UI parameters extracted
by HLDA, and it causes slight degradation in performance.
This is because HLDA does not handle the environmental
information explicitly. The proposed MHLDA also tries
to extract UI like HLDA, but it handles environmental in-
formation explicitly. This handling makes MHLDA-based
UI parameter less influenced of environment. However, as
compensation, in MHLDA, the categorical information is
little bit destroyed. In this paper, we try to combine HLDA-
based UI and MHLDA-based UI for pattern recognition,
and draw benefit of both parameters. Experimental results
show the effectiveness of this combining method.
Index Terms: HLDA, MHLDA, robust speech recognition.

1. Introduction

A statistical pattern recognition has a problem that the dis-
criminative performance becomes worse when the training
environment differs from the evaluation environment.

In order to solve this problem, adaptation techniques
such as MLLR [1] are widely applied. However, it is not
realistic to constantly obtain the adaptation data in the situ-
ation when the environment is changing at any time. On the
other hand, the framework of HLDA [2] can extract useful
information (UI), which represents categorical information
of each class, from a feature parameter. In this framework,
nuisance information (NI), which represents environmen-
tal information common to all classes, can be removed im-
plicitly. Therefore, HLDA can give the high performance
robustly to the changes of the environments without eval-
uation environment information. Here, we focus on the in-
formation on the known environmental attributes such as the
room acoustics, the characteristics of speakers and the back-
ground noises in speech recognition. We call such informa-
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a known environmental information (KEI). In HLDA,
is due to be regarded as NI, however, it can not always
recisely removed. If the KEI is unfortunately remained
e UI parameters, the discriminative performance is pos-

e to be degraded.
In order to solve this problem, we proposed a manifold

A (MHLDA) which does not require the constraint of
A that the information of the feature parameters is di-

d into only 2 classes; the UI and the NI. In this paper,
g the MHLDA proposed here, the information of the
ure parameters is divided into 3 classes; the UI, the KEI
the NI. Such generalization of HLDA follows that not
the UI but also the KEI can be extracted precisely, and

efore the KEI can be removed explicitly from a feature
meter unlike the HLDA which removes the KEI implic-
from a feature parameter. Furthermore, an integration
LDA and MHLDA is performed aiming at reducing the
rs given by each method in a complementary style.
This paper is organized as follows. As the base of the
osal in this paper, useful information extraction and
A is briefly surveyed in section 2. In section 3, the

ifold HLDA is proposed. The motivation for general-
ion and the formulation are described in this section.
tion 4 gives the results of the proposed method using a
ken word recognition. Finally, in section 5, concluding
arks are presented.

2. Useful information extraction

his paper, the collective term of the frameworks which
extract useful information from a feature vector is de-
d as a useful information extraction (UIE). A well-
wn HLDA can be regarded as one of the UIEs. In this
ion, as the basis of the proposed method, the overview
LDA is described.

HLDA can divide the factors of a feature vector into 2
ses by the coordinate transformation of the feature vec-
One class has the UI parameters which contribute to

discrimination and the other class has the NI parameters
ch does not contribute to the discrimination. Then, only
UI parameters extracted by HLDA are used for the fea-
parameters. Therefore, HLDA can realize the pattern
gnition framework robust to the environmental changes
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since the useful information includes only categorical infor-
mation but not include the environmental information, ide-
ally.

HLDA is the framework in which a maximum likeli-
hood linear transform (MLLT) is applied to LDA and HDA
[3]. Also, in HLDA, an equal class variance constraint as-
sumed by LDA can be removed.

In HLDA, the factors of a n dimensional feature vector
can be divided into p dimensional UI parameters and n − p
dimensional NI parameters, where p < n. A transformation
matrix θ can be represented as follows:

θ = [θ1 . . . θn] = [θpθn−p]

where θ is a n×n matrix, θp is a n×p matrix and θn−p is a
n× (n− p) matrix. In order to give above constraint, in the
framework of HLDA, the p dimensional UI parameters are
different for each class and n−p dimensional NI parameters
are common to all the classes in the means and the variances
after the coordinate transformation. Here, the mean μj and
the variance Σj of class j are defined as follows:

μj =
[

μp
j

μn−p
0

]
, Σj =

[
Σp

j(p×p) 0
0 Σn−p

0(n−p×n−p)

]

where μ0 and Σ0 is common to all the classes．
If yi is obtained by transforming xi, the logarithmic lik-

ilihood of all data for each class in each environment, under
the linear transformation and under the Gaussian model as-
sumption, is defined as follows:

L(μj ,Σj , θ|xi)

= −1
2

N∑
i=1

{(θT xi − μg(i))T Σ−1
g(i)(θ

T xi − μg(i))

+ log((2π)n|Σg(i)|)} + log |θ| (1)

where xi attributes to the class g(i) and N denotes the num-
ber of all data. In the parameter estimation based on a
maximum likelihood criterion, equation (1) is defined as an
objective function and then θ which maximizes this func-
tion is required to be obtained. By differentiating the like-
lihood function with respect to the parameters μj and Σj ,
the means and the variances can be estimated. Substituting
these estimates obtained above in equation (1) can give the
estimate of θ as follows:

θ̂ = arg max
θ

{
− N

2
log |θT

n−pTθn−p|

−
J∑

j=1

log |θT
p Wjθp| + N log |θ|

}
(2)

where Wj denotes the variance of class j before coordinate
transformation and T denotes the variance in all data before
coordinate transformation. Here, quadratic algorithms are
applied to the optimization of θ.
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3. Manifold HLDA

The motivation of proposing MHLDA

take a speech recognition as an example, a feature pa-
eter has not only a phoneme information as a categorical
rmation but also the various environmental information,
ch does not contribute to the discrimination, such as the
racteristics of speakers, the room acoustics, the kinds or
loudness of background noises and the characteristics
icrophones. We call such information a known envi-
ental information (KEI). HLDA tries to extract useful

rmation from a feature parameter. Therefore we expect
the KEI can be removed from the UI parameter implic-
However, the KEI is still remained in the UI parame-

, and it causes slight degradation in performance. So we
mpt to extract not only the UI parameters but also the

parameters aiming at removing the KEI from the UI
licitly.
HLDA has a constraint that the factors of a feature pa-
eter is divided into only 2 classes; the UI and the NI, and
efore can not realize above framework. So in this paper,
propose manifold HLDA (MHLDA) which removes the
straint of the HLDA. MHLDA can divide the informa-
of a feature parameters into 3 classes; the UI, the KEI
the NI, and therefore can remove the KEI precisely from
ature vector.

Formulation

HLDA, a n dimensional feature vector is divided into p
ensional UI parameters, q dimensional KEI parameters
n−p− q dimensional NI parameters, where p+ q < n.
ansformation matrix θ is described as follows:

θ = [θ1 . . . θn] = [θpθqθn−p−q]

re θ is a n × n matrix, θp is a n × p matrix, θq is a
q matrix and θn−p−q is a n× (n− p− q) matrix. Here,

give the 3 constraints in the means and the variances of
class in each environment after the coordinate transfor-

ion as follows. First, the p dimensional UI parameters
different for each discriminative class. Secondly, the q
ensional KEI parameters are different for each environ-
tal attributes. Finally, the n − p − q dimensional NI
meters are common to all the classes. Here, the mean
and the variance Σj,k of class j in environment k are

esented as follows:

μj,k =

⎡
⎣ μp

j

μq
k

μn−p−q
0

⎤
⎦

k =

⎡
⎢⎣

Σp
j(p×p) 0 0

0 Σq
k(q×q) 0

0 0 Σn−p−q
0(n−p−q×n−p−q)

⎤
⎥⎦



where μ0 and Σ0 are common to all the classes in all en-
vironment. When θ transforms xi into yi, the logarithmic
likelihood of all data under the linear transformation and
under the Gaussian model assumption for each class in each
environment is described as follows:

L(μj,k,Σj,k, θ|xi)

= −1
2

N∑
i=1

{(θT xi − μg(i))T Σ−1
g(i)(θ

T xi − μg(i))

+ log((2π)n|Σg(i)|)} + log |θ| (3)

where N denotes the number of all data and xi attributes to
the class g(i). g(i) denotes the suffix expressing the product
of a discriminative class and a environment. The following
equation can be conclusively obtained by the optimization
based on maximum likelihood criterion same as HLDA.

θ̂ = arg max
θ

{
− N

2
log |θT

n−p−qTθn−p−q|

−
J∑

j=1

log |θT
p Wjθp| −

K∑
k=1

log |θT
q Wkθq|

+N log |θ|
}

(4)

where Wj is the variance of class j, Wk is the variance of
environment k and T is the variance of all data before coor-
dinate transformation. Equation (4) consists of following 4
terms. First term is related to NI. Second term is related to
UI. Third term is related to KEI. And last term is the regu-
larization term.

4. Spoken word recognition experiment

4.1. Overview of experiment

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of MHLDA and the
integration of HLDA and MHLDA, the spoken word recog-
nition experiment was performed. Here, we focused on
the speaker information as the environmental factor degrad-
ing the classification performance. We examined whether
the MHLDA can explicitly remove the speaker information
from a feature parameter and therefore can precisely ex-
tract the categorical information (phoneme information in
the speech recognition).

4.2. Speech data

The experimental comparisons are conducted using the ATR
phoneme balanced words database. Here, we used 6960
words from above database. We picked up 20 speakers and
116 words, 3 times per speaker.

The acoustic feature parameters used for the training
and test are represented by 39 dimensional parameters (12
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ble 1: The evaluation items of spoken word recognition
evaluation useful

items
transformation

dimension

BASE - 39
ADAPT MLLR 39

UIE-HLDA HLDA 36
UIE-MHLDA MHLDA 33

Integration ofUIE-INTEG
HLDA and MHLDA

69

CCs, power, 12 Δ MFCCs, Δ power, 12 ΔΔ MFCCs
ΔΔ power), sampled every 10 ms.

Statistical acoustic model

used 3 kinds of statistical acoustic models: a base
el, an adapted model and a UIE model.

A statistical acoustic model is based on a monophone
en Markov model (HMM) according to each phoneme
g 39 dimensional feature parameters. Each phoneme
el consists of 3 states. The distribution function in each

e is represented by a 16-mixture Gaussian distribution
diagonal covariance. We call this model a base model.
base model are trained with 10742 newspaper article

ences from the ASJ database (ASJ-JNAS)[4].
The base model is adapted using a small amount of eval-
on speaker data. We call this model an adapted model.
rder to obtain this model, we used 20, 40, 60, 100 and
phoneme balanced words which were not used for the
ing of the statistic models and the evaluation.

The model which is trained using the UI parameters ex-
ted by UIE described in Sect. 2 is called a UIE model.
ning data for transformation matrix is same as the train-
data for base model. Here, the useful dimension is fixed
e value with which the best recognition performance is
ined.

Evaluation items

luation items are shown in Table 1. BASE is the frame-
k in which the classification is performed using the base
el with 39 dimensional feature parameters. ADAPT is
framework in which the classification is performed us-
the adapted model. UIE-HLDA and UIE-MHLDA are
framework in which the training and classification are
ormed using the feature parameters transformed by the
A and MHLDA based transformation matrix. In this

eriment, 36 and 33 dimensional useful information are
for HLDA and MHLDA respectively, since the best

ormance was obtained in the preliminary experiments.
o, in UIE-INTEG, a feature vector is obtained by sim-
combining the feature vector with the UI parameter ex-
ted by HLDA and that extracted by MHLDA. The dia-
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Figure 1: The diagram of the experiments using UIE frame-
works

Figure 2: Word recognition rate for various frameworks

gram of the experiments are shown in Fig.1. As we can see
in the diagram, the framework of UIE is not required the
data of evaluation speaker.

4.5. Experimental result

Figure 2 shows the word recognition rate for various frame-
works. Also, Fig. 3 shows the word recognition rate as
a function of the number of adaptation data. From Fig.2,
HLDA (94.0%) reduced the errors compared with BASE
(93.1%) while MHLDA (89.0%) degraded the performance
compared with BASE. However, the integration of HLDA
and MHLDA (UIE-INTEG) achieved the good performance
of 94.9%. This is 27% reduction in error rate compared with
that of BASE without evaluated speaker information. Here,
ADAPT gives the best performance (95.5%). However, to
obtain the performance, 200 words are required for adapta-
tion. It is not realistic to obtain such a large amount of data
for every speaker. Also, as we can see in these figures, it was
incidentally found that the UIE-INTEG exceeds the perfor-
mance obtained when 100 words are used for adaptation
(94.6%). As a result, integrating 2 kinds of UIE gives the
performance as well or better than that using the practical
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re 3: Word recognition rate as a function of the number
daptation data

ker adaptation technique without any evaluated speaker
rmation.

5. Conclusion

his paper, we proposed a manifold HLDA (MHLDA)
ing at removing environmental information explicitly

the useful information parameters for discrimination.
thermore, we tried to combine HLDA-based UI param-
s and MHLDA-based UI parameters.
The proposed method was applied to the spoken word
gnition. The results showed that the integration of the
nds of UIE, HLDA and MHLDA, reduced errors com-
d with each UIE method, and gave the robust perfor-
ce to the variations of speakers.
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